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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1.1

Project scope

European countries contain a large amount of surface transport infrastructure, which sometimes
appears inappropriate to meet societal demands. Road-built techniques have developed slowly, due to
a limited number of significant technical breakthroughs, poor coordination among stakeholders and a
focus directed primarily on resolving current problems. The purpose of the NR2C project is to create a
global vision for the road of the future. Based on a large survey among road stakeholders, this project
is aimed at selecting safe, environment-friendly and subtle concepts in order to strike a compromise
between reduced global construction/maintenance costs, safety and environmental criteria. A number
of innovations targeted for different social and geographical environments are selected to achieve pilot
applications in support of a long-term perspective. The objective of WP 3: “Innovations in civil
engineering structures” is to contribute to this long-term vision of the road by providing a state of the
art of both today’s and tomorrow’s innovations in the field of civil engineering structures and
developing specific innovations that concern highly-durable and maintenance free structures.

At first, D3.1 report has described the first of the work in which information on new materials and new
designs for more durable structures have been given. Then D3.2 report [20] has described the specific
material properties and modeling rules concerning two ranges of new materials which appear as most
promising for more durable and efficient bridges, namely ultra-high performance fiber-reinforced
concrete (UHPFRC), and fiber-reinforced polymers (also called composites and noted FRP). During
the third step, overall design proposals were studied, associating the new materials and concepts
identified for possible 10 m-, 25 m- and 50 m-span bridge projects. Design assumptions and
verifications concern bridge deck types using either HPC - lightweight concrete – composite profiles
(project studied by EPFL [11]), ribbed UHPFRC slabs associated either to steel or carbon sheets, or
pre-stressing steel (projects studied by CETE de Lyon [13]), or UHPFRC, carbon fibers and wood
(projects studied by Greisch, JMI, LCPC and ENPC-LAMI [8]). The corresponding reports are
compounds of the D3.3 deliverable. Finally, the present report, as part of the D3.4 deliverable, focuses
on the experimental laboratory test carried out at LCPC on the innovative structural bridge. This
structural element introduces the new materials (UHPFRC and FRP) combined with a traditional and
environmental-friend material, namely wood. The issue of connecting materials of high but possibly
mis-matching performance is adressed in this project, it follows an increasing trend for composite
structures where materials savings and optimal performance of materials are searched in every
component [6, 9, 12, 19].

At this step, the experimental program is aimed to identifying major critical aspects of feasibility, and
giving a first estimate of safety margins and validity of the design process and assumptions. Therefore
a rather larger-scale test has been deemed as necessary, due to the difficulty to extrapolate
technological details and the behaviour of already reduced in size high-performance components.
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Context and main objectives

The present study is focused on short span bridges and in particular small industrial light structures
easy to assemble on site, and likely to be used alone for smallest spans or themselves supported by
structural elements, when used transversally, for most important spans. This comes from the
prospective vision of trends and wishes concerning bridge construction in the next decades, as
developed in D3.1. The main idea of the designs studied in D3.3 is to combine new attractive
materials, using the best performances of each material as detailed in D3.2 [20], including the possible
use of a traditional material such as the wood, due to its attractive properties regarding lightness and
environment.
The element of bridge deck considered is formed by wooden beams, a top slab made of UHPFRC,
and FRP at the bottom of the wooden beams, as considered in preliminary design (see D3.3). The
objective was to study a very innovative structure, taking into account possibilities offered by new
materials and the advantage of wood, for which advantages in terms of sustainability give a renewed
interest.
This type of solutions raises the problem of assemblies: assemblies of FRP with wood, and
assemblies of wooden beams with concrete slabs, and above all, the problem of the choice of the
assemblies type and its execution mode. The behaviour of assemblies is critically related to the
transfer of forces from a material to the other one. It has a direct influence on the global behaviour of
the structure composed by these materials, and on the way it shall be modelled.
As detailed in specific reports, important preliminary research efforts were carried out at ENPC-LAMI
for assessing the respective advantages and drawbacks of different types of connection, especially
between wooden members and concrete, and their influence on the design issues of composite
structures [16, 17]. These advances were used in the present project for giving confidence in the
feasibility of mainly adhesive connections. However, due to the lack of quantified evidence on realsizee structures, the innovative design needed an experimental validation using a laboratory test on a
structural element. This element of structure, that will be detailed in the next paragraphs, has been
studied and designed by JMI, Greisch, LCPC and LCPC-LAMI and has been constructed and tested
by the LCPC.
Drawings of the specimen and design justification, issued by Greisch engineering office, are attached
as Appendix A and Appendix B of the present report, respectively.
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2 DESIGN OF THE DEMONSTRATOR BRIDGE
2.1

Design of the model following D3-3 previous studies

The NR2C project is focusing on short span bridges and in particular small industrial lightweight
structures easy to assemble on site, and likely to be used alone for smallest spans or themselves
supported by structural elements, when used transversally, for more important spans.
Consequently, three main families of design solutions have been investigated:
1. element of sandwich slab, combining UHPFRC and FRP, filled with lightweight concrete. This
solution has been studied and tested by EPFL [11].
2. solutions based on UHPFRC: first with UHPFRC alone, secondly with additional materials
such as FRP or steel plates, and prestressing when relevant. This solution has been studied
and tested by CETE Lyon [13].
3. element of structure combining the new materials UHPFRC and FRP, using the best
performances of each material, and including the possible use of traditional material such as
wood [8, 16].
In this last families four solutions (depending on the cross-section type of the bridge) have been
proposed by NR2C working group and have been studied by LAMI [8]. These solutions are described
as follows:
-

-

Solution 1: the cross-section is a rectangular-shaped composite box-girder. The box-girder is
made of three different materials:


UHPFRC is used for the top slab of the box-girder which is 7 to 8 cm-thick. The
UHPFRC bears the bending stresses induced by the dead weight and operating live
loads along the transverse axis. The thickness of the slab is dimensioned so as not to
have to use a system of additional passive reinforcements.



Glued laminated wood (glulam): used as ordinary beams.



GFRP: on the basic static diagram, the bottom slab is always a member in tension.

solution 2: structure with full slab composed with three parts:


Top part made of UHPFRC



Intermediate part made of a lightweight material with low mechanical strength



Bottom part made of GFRP

-

solution 3: this solution combines a box-girder structure with a stiffening system based on a
lightweight material with low mechanical strength.

-

solution 4: the cross-section combines several glulam beams reinforced with CFRP. This
approach is used to build a bridge based on the same concepts as those of the multi-girder
bridges made of steel or of prestressed reinforced concrete.
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After many calculations with a finite element analysis using ABAQUS software by LAMI [8], the
solution of “Multi-beams” structure (solution 4) has been chosen for the experimental test in the LCPC
laboratory. This structure is formed by a top slab made of UHPFRC (7 cm tick) and four “glulam”
timber beams (24x60 cm) reinforced at the intrados with CFRP (3 mm thick). An overview of this
solution is given in the figure 1.1, which is based on the model element tested at LCPC for validation
of critical issues of this solution. The width of the model (2.5 m) is limited due to the limited capacities
of the testing facility, however, length (10 m-span) and thickness (namely, aspect ratio of the girders
and the slabs) are real-scale.

Figure 1.1: a- Demonstrator Bridge Model

Figure 1.1: b- Longitudinal profile
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Figure 1.1: c- Transversal mid-span section
Many other details of this structure are indicated in Appendix A.

2.2

Objectives of the experimental study

2.2.1

Feasibility

Beyond definition of a structural concept and association of tailored-properties materials, it has been
necessary to validate the feasibility of a real-scale structural element representative of the small-span
crossing which is considered – or of a transverse cross-section of a composite bridge using the same
concept for transverse load bearing.
Realization of the connections could rely on preliminary studies, which demonstrated the interest of
adhesive realization, which ensures a composite behaviour without any initial slipping between the
different layers. This point may appear as critical due to the relatively high compliance of the crosssection (wood low Young’s modulus, reduced inertia of the top slab).
Moreover, the practical representation of 2.5 m-limited pre-cast elements (mainly for erection and
transportation reasons) made it desirable to realistically represent joints between the slab elements,
and practical assembly of wooden girders as well as the cross beam. Practical and precise answer to
all these questions has led to the detailing aspects described in annex A.

2.2.2

Mechanical response of the model in relation with design bases

The preliminary design of the bridge deck concept called as “solution 4” in the preliminary study [8]
was confirmed and detailed in a realistic project study attached in Appendix B. Major objectives are
recalled hereafter.
As a classical bridge structure, it has to meet two basic requirements : stability (thus safety) and
serviceability, which are to be reached up to limit states classically referred to as Ultimate limit states
(ULS) and Serviceability limit states (SLS). ULS – related to safety, thus possible failure – comprise
the limit of bearing capacity, fatigue and elastic stability. SLS are related to the control of deflections,
vibrations, possible cracking and local deformations. Limit state verifications were carried out mainly
for resistance and control of local deformations.
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The loads considered derive from Eurocode 1 [5] : dead loads (weight of the deck and
superstructures), variable loads (wind, snow, thermal effects) and live operating loads (traffic loads).
Load factors have also been taken in accordance with the Eurocodes : serviceability limit states are
related to probable values of events, thus the characteristic load intensity is multiplied by 1.
Conversely, load factors of 1.35 and 1.5 for respectively dead and live loads have been taken for ULS
verifications.
Forces, strains and stresses are computed within the structure, with constitutive laws which shall
represent the realistic behaviour of the materials at the considered loading stage. For SLS e.g.
elasticity including possible creep and shrinkage is normally well-suited, while for ULS verifications,
the acting forces have been compared to the resisting forces derived from a static mechanical
equilibrium representing the ultimate resisting mechanism of the structure [7, 18]. In the present case,
recommendations detailed in D3.2 [20] deriving from state-of the art reports, codes and documents for
the materials considered [2, 3, 4], have been used.

2.2.3

Local bending verification at the Serviceability Limit State

A first design situation considers local and transverse bending of the model. This loading case
appears as critical mainly for the UHPFRC slab. Four localized loads applied in-between the beams
represent two axles of a heavy weight vehicle. According to Eurocode 1 [5], the reference traffic load
to be considered for SLS verification corresponds to 150 kN on each 0.4 m x 0.4 m spot, the load is
assumed as equally repartited which is represented by rigid repartition plates. Experimentally, this load
is applied progressively.

Figure 2.1 : Loading configuration for local and transverse design verified at SLS
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As indicated on Figure 2.1, the loads are applied 0.75 m apart from the mid-span section, and their
transverse distance is 1.5 m, which is slightly different from Eurocode indications but corresponds to
the most severe situation relatively to the wooden beams position.

2.2.4

Global longitudinal bending at the Ultimate Limit State and up to failure

A second critical design situation considers the global longitudinal bending of the model under a
combination of dead and live loads. The transverse load location is no more considered and the model
is assumed to behave as a global beam under longitudinal bending. A constant moment zone is
provided, 1.5 m-wide at mid-span. The design loads relative to ULS correspond to two times 500 kN
applied at 0.75 m from the mid-span cross-section, longitudinally. By applying progressively the loads
in the actuators according to this configuraiton, the global bending behaviour of the model can be
characterized, and the satisfactory connection of the components is to be verified. This loading
scheme is represented on Figure 2.2. The actuators location is unchanged as compared to Figure 2.1
configuration, however a transverse rigid repartition beam has been provided. The ULS design load is
250 kN for each actuator. However, for verification of the critical design mechanisms and safety of the
design procedure, it is necessary to reach the experimental failure of the model in a progressive
increase of the loads [21]. Therefore, as compared to the general mechanical outline of the
experimental setup initially designed (figure 2.2), the number of supports and anchorings to the strong
floor, the inertia of the transverse crossbeams taking the actuator loads, the number of columns for
repartition of the loads, were significantly increased, as illustrated on Figure 2.3 for the final testeing
configuration.

Figure 2.2 : Load configuration for global longitudinal design verification at ULS
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Figure 2.3 : Final test setup for global longitudinal design verification at ULS and up to failure
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MATERIALS

The model which was to be tested is illustrated on Figure 3.1. It is made of four braced wooden
girders, the crossbeams being at the ends upon supports ; these wooden girders are reinforced at
bottom by a layer of carbon fibers-reinforced polymer, and connected to a UHPFRC top deck made of
four pre-cast slabs.

Figure 3.1 : The specimen to be tested

3.1

Glulam Beams

In recent years, timber has been used willingly in civil engineering structures of different european
countries due to its favourable qualities regarding environment, in the sense of sustainable
development (capacity to recycle the resource and absorption of carbon dioxide during the trees
growing). In France, a sustainable management of forests is already applied.
Constructive advantages of wood in the structure tested are especially lightness and workability on
site (capacity to be sawn, screwed, assembled etc.). Durability concerns are mainly related to
protection with respect to water, and related side effects (mushrooms, insects) which is not directly
tested in the project, but the design ensures protection of the beams due to the top UHPFRC slab and
side beams will also be protected.
Wood of the beams employed for realization of the model has been treated and stabilized with respect
to moisture. Moreover, since the length is relatively high, it is composed of reconstituted elements.
This combines wood with polymers which is a drawback for easy recycling of the elements, however
the mechanical stability of the properties is better controlled.
Theoretical design parameters concerning Glulam beams are given in Table 1.
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Table 1: Mechanical Characteristics and strength of the glulam beams GL28
Young’s modulus under bending

E = 12000 MPa

Shear modulus

G = 780 MPa

Poisson’s ratio

ν = 0.4

Bending strength

fc = 28 MPa

Shear strength

Cc = 2.8 MPa

Density

ρ = 430 kg/m

3

The 4 beams, 11 m-long (10 m-span) and elements for the crossbeams are made of Glulam GL28,
with a rectnagular corss-section 24 cm-wide, 60 cm-high. The height has been defined using
Eurocode 5 provisions [4] for the design, and the width is related to dimensions available on the
market. The beams were prefabricated in a French factory during january 2007. They were
transported to another factory for application of the FRP layers (february-march 2007), then brought to
LCPC (april 2007) and stored in the laboratory, in a relatively dry atmosphere (40 % RH on average).
Figure 3.2 illustrate these different phases.

Figure 3.2 : The Glulam beams at the differents steps. a - delivery before FRP gluing
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Figure 3.2 : The Glulam beams at the differents steps. b - FRP application and gluing

Figure 3.2 : The Glulam beams at the differents steps. c – delivery at LCPC
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Figure 3.2 : The Glulam beams at the differents steps. d – handling of the 11 m-long beams

Figure 3.2 : The Glulam beams at the differents steps. e – storage at LCPC

Companion tests (see Appendix E) carried out at ENPC-LAMI on 18 cm x 9 cm Glulam beams have
led to longitudinal Young’s modulus values comprised between 10.2 and 11.2 GPa (10.8 GPa on
average), and shear modulus values between 549 and 563 MPa. The significant discrepancy with
conventionally used design values is to be emphasized. This question is discussed again when
considering calibration of the dynamic response of the model (see section 5 and ref. [15]).
Geometrical control of the beams was satisfactory after fabrication. Howvere, when delivered at LCPC
after having glued the FRP layers, some minor defects were detected : for one of the girders (P3), a
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13 mm-deflection was observed ; locally, some prints were noted after handling (Figure 3.3). During
the storage, some cracks appeared on the surface of the timbers, they are supposed to be initiated by
ongoing drying and induced shrinkage.

Figure 3.3 : Surface defects of the wooden beams
The wooden beams were assembled including fixation of crossbeam elements on the supports. This
step turned out very easy and rapidly realized. The first beam was positioned on the supporting
devices, the level of which had previously been controlled. A lateral abutment was provided. Then the
first two elements of the crossbeam were glued (two-sides glue application), the second beam was
positioned and successive crossbeam elements applied, and so on until the fourth beam. Then the
steel bars were positioned and fixed with screwed bolts, so that glue can polymerize with a certina prestressing level. All these operations (final state illustrated figure 3.4) could be realized within two
hours.
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Figure 3.4 : Assembling the wooden beams

3.2

Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer

This section is devoted to the description of the composite material layered on the intrados of the
Glulam beams. After some quick reminders about composite generalities, the selected solution is
described and justified, technically and economically. The main requirements are highlighted, some
difficulties identified and advice pointed out.
Fiber Reinforced Polymers (FRPs) are innovative composite materials with very high physical,
chemical and mechanical properties which means that they could be increasingly used in civil
engineering works [10]. They are mainly used to repair and strengthen structures, or in the
construction of exceptional structures whose performance and characteristics cannot be obtained with
the usual materials used in civil engineering (steel or concrete).
The FRP composite is formed by two parts: the fibers and the polymer resins [2, 20].
-

-

The fibers represent the basic components which make possible the elevated mechanical
properties of the composite. In general, three types of fibers are used:


Glass fibers, producing GFRP;



Aramid fibers, producing AFRP;



Carbon fibers, producing CFRP.

The polymer resins are divided into four categories


Unsaturated polyesters: this type is used for the majority of composite structures;
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Epoxy: these resins are characterized by their high strength/weight ratio and good
adhesion properties;



Vinyl esters: these resins are usually characterized by high strengths and greater
elongation properties than polyester, thus they also provide a composite with better
impact resistance and improved fatigue properties;



Phenolic: these resins exhibit good dimensional stability at elevated temperatures, but
a relatively low toughness.

In this work, for reinforcement of the wooden beams with FRP, the NR2C working group chose to use
the CFRP as fiber reinforced polymer and the epoxy as polymer resin. Epoxy was chosen for its
assumed higher durabilty in outside environment. The fibers choice is due to the higher mechanical
properties of carbon with respect to glass. Yet due to the price difference (factor of 10) the fibres
mechanical properties should be applied worthly in the design.
The mechanical properties taken into account for the model design and justification are recalled in
Table 2.
Table 2: Mechanical Characteristics and strength of the CFRP
Elasticity modulus

E = 110 GPa

Shear modulus

G = 5 GPa

Poisson’s ratio

ν = 0.2

Tensile strength (fibers)

ft = 1500 MPa

Density

ρ = 1600 kg/m

3

According to the model design, the FRP layer should bring a longitudinal stiffness equal to 330 MN/m
(3 mm thickness with an equivalent Young’s modulus of 110 GPa). The stiffness is mainly brought by
the fibers layers, however the glue in-between the layers and between FRP and the timber may modify
their efficiency, which made an experimental determination useful (see Appendix E). After the
preliminary tests carried out at ENPC-LAMI the number of required carbon fiber sheets was fixed to
10. The average Young’s modulus is about 90 GPa and observed thickness 3.6 mm.
Concerning the choice of the technology to be used for the sandwich lamination, the first idea was the
search of adapted standard pultruded profiles, which are able to ensure low prices for the project.
Pultrusion process is today and beyond any doubt the more economical process for composite
structure development. It is a continuous process for manufacturing composites in rods, tubes and
structural shapes having constant cross sections. After the reinforcement is passed through the resinimpregnation bath, it is drawn through a shaping die to form the desired cross section; curing takes
place before the laminate is removed from that cross section. The polymerisation is obtained for
temperature about 100-180°C. An important point to highlight is that the larger the profile section, the
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more numerous the roving rolls have to be. It means high costs due to installation time of the product
line, and due to supplying and stocking of rolls. To decrease these costs the solution is to produce
high lengths of profile (several km). Unfortunately the present application, and more widely bridge
applications, cannot propose such quantities for the structural profiles (except for cable and stays
applications). Actually, our structure needed large sections and low lengths. Moreover, our search for
an appropriate and available standard profile in catalogue of pultruded suppliers remained
unsuccessful. And in such a research project, it was unconceivable to design and machine an
expensive special forming tool.
Another alternative was studied: assembling of several standard profiles, with smaller sections. The
carbon profiles designed for strengthening and reinforcement of concrete are particularly well-adapted.
Flat, about 1.4 mm-thick and 50 to 250-mm wide, they are produced widely in great length, for all the
Majors of civil engineering sector. Moreover, even in these times of carbon penury, these profiles are
often available and easy to supply. The idea consisted in layering several laminates on the intrados of
the glulam beams by using an epoxy resin. Elementary tests were performed at ENPC-LAMI with only
two carbon laminates, layered on a reduced scale (50 cm-long) piece of wood. The problems
encountered to obtain a good result were numerous: difficulty to obtain a constant thickness of the
epoxy joints, to obtain the flatness of the resulting intrados, and to properly assembling side by side
the coupons. Several bundles of resin appeared, several lacks also, and the coupons presented
propensity to slide on each other. It seemed difficult to imagine such a method for the scale:1
prototype, which xwould have involved very high lengths oflaminates. Moreover the required quantity
of epoxy appeared to be too important for such an expensive raw material. However, this technique
could certainly be improved by the development of an industrial approach close from the one used for
the glulam technology. It was of course not conceivable in the framework of this study.
For all these reasons, Vacuum moulding technology (stratification au contact sous vide) was preferred
and chosen for the scale:1 realisation. This solution consists of a contact impregnation of carbon
fibres, available in wide 1D-sheets, directly on the intrados. When the vacuum is applied (# 1 bar), the
air entrapped between the fibres and the different layers of fabrics is able to escape. The assembly is
then heated up to the polymerisation temperature of the epoxy resin. The vacuum exerts a pressure
which allows the matrix to impregnate the carbon fibres. After cooling, the composite part obtained is
perfectly impregnated, with a controlled volume fibre content. This method was more versatile,
cheaper and easier to implement here. Due to the required axial rigidity, quasi unidirectional fiber
sheets made of High Resistance carbon (High Modulus are difficult to supply and more expensive)
were chosen and were laminated longitudinally with respect to the wooden beams. One of the
requirements was to supply carbon sheets with the exact width of the wood beam. It did not appear as
a difficulty for the supplier, and quasi unidirectional carbon sheet of 250mm width could be supplied.
An improvement should be to hem more seriously the edges of the sheets to avoid tearing out during
stratification phases. In the adopted technique, the unidirectional fiber sheets were applied
longitudinally with respect to the wooden beams. The lower face of the beams was manually
impregnated of epoxy resin, then the fiber sheets were stratified one by one with a manual compaction
(marouflage) and resin application at each layer. Finally, a complex material was applied with
absorbing properties, and then a tight film for applying underpressure over the whole surface using
three vacuum pumps for each beam. Vacuum was applied druing 24 hours. The objective of these
successive steps (Figures 3.5 to 3.7) was to ensure a well-controlled fiber ratio, similar for all the
beams, and a correct compaction of the resin for impregnation of the fibers.
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Detailed justification of these steps is given hereafter:
 The lower face of the beams was manually impregnated with Epolam 2015 epoxy resin system
from Axson, especially designed for “hand” impregnation of glass or carbon sheets. It permits to
“feed” the porosities of the wood before the wrapping, the stratification.
 Then the successive fibre sheets were impregnated and stratified one by one, with a manual
compaction roller (marouflage).
The principle of film, bag or membrane moulding consists in applying a pressure exerted by the
vacuum onto the composite structure while removing air contained within it. The laminate produced is
therefore fully consolidated and conforms to the mould shape. The seal is achieved by combining
different films, called consumables.
 On the last composite layer, an absorbing layer sheet called a peel ply was led. This permits to
absorb the resin in excess which has to be pumped during the polymerisation. It gives also the surface
aspect of the composite and in other applications, the possibility to bond directly without any surface
treatment.
 A release film was led in direct contact with the layer sheet to prevent sticking between the
breather felt (see further) and the moulded material. Perforated, it allows extraction of entrapped air
when the vacuum is applied.
 Breather felt: the main function of these felts is to remove the enclosed air towards the vacuum
plugs
 After the breather felt, a flexible nylon films was used to realize a vacuum bag with the help of a
sealant which was applied onto the peripheral flange of the beam to ensure sealing between the
vacuum film and the mould. The role of this film is to ensure sealing of the system. No air leaks must
be present when the vacuum is applied, in order to guarantee the optimum consolidation of the part.
Preliminary tests were made at a reduced scale (50 cm) and in the conditions prescribed for the 11m
long beams. The results were satisfactory, in the sense of good compaction and impregnation of the
sheets, few visible defects and flaws. For the scale:1 experiments, the vacuum was then prescribed by
a vacuum pump during 24 hours, necessary time for a complete polymerisation of the resin system at
the room temperature (18°C) of the hall. An encountered difficulty (to be further taken into
consideration) is due to the porous nature of the wood, which never allowed a perfect sealing of the
system as in classical applications using metallic moulds. One has to especially take care of the
quality of the sealant applied to minimize this problem. Along the 11 m-long beam, 3 vacuum plugs
were distributed. A correct vaccum was obtained.
Different steps of the scale:1 realisation are described on figures 3.5 to 3.7. The 3 beams were
stratified under the responsibility of Solutions-Composites in Tours. The first beam was realised with
the help of the LAMI team specialist of such operation (aeronautic field, goods and leisure…). The two
others were realised by the company technicians alone.
In conclusion of this part, several techniques and methods have been investigated, at reduced and
real scale level. This investigation helped to propose a relevant and efficient approach for the
lamination on the intrados of the glulam beam, and also to give some keys for improvements of the
method, in term of quality, reliability and costs.
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Figure 3.5 : Application of the successive carbon fiber layers, resin and absorbing material

Figure 3.6 : Application of the tight film, vacuum device

Figure 3.7 : Final outer aspect of the CFRP reinforcement
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Deck slab made of UHPFRC
Slabs and material definition

The top of the deck is made of four pre-cast ultra-high performance fibre reinforced concrete slabs,
7 cm-thick, each one has a 2.5 m x 2.75 m surface so that the total length of the model is 11 m (Figure
3.6). Representativity of pre-cast elements has been desired, even if the tested model could have
been cast in one phase only, since the real-site realization would be limited to 2.5-wide elements for
truck delivery constraints. Moreover, control of UHPFRC realization is normally better achieved in
industrial conditions.

Figure 3.6 : Top UHPFRC slabs

Safety considerations with respect to the slab-timber beams connection have led to an important
number of long screws, especially at the ends of the slab, so that relative slipping of the slab with
respect to the beams is prevented up to the design ultimate load. Due to the limitations of the force
taken by each screw, this leads to an important number of holes to be provided within the slabs : 80
holes for the end slabs and 16 for the current ones, repartited along the 4 beams. The screws heads
are supposed to sustain on the UHPFRC slab itself, which gives a complicated two-steps cylindrical
shape for each hole (see Appendix A). Detail of the joint in-between the slab elements has also
deserved important design efforts (see Appendix A), so that it can be assumed to transmit
compressive and shear forces.
Taking benefit of the symmetry, yet taking the time necessary for preparing the reservations into
account, two wooden formworks were used for casting the slabs, one for the end slabs (1 and 4, figure
3.7-a) and the other for the center slabs (2 and 3, figure 3.7-b).
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Figure 3.7-a : Formwork for the end slabs (1 and 4)

Figure 3.7-b : Formwork for the center slabs (2 and 3)
Provision of two formworks was also required due to the casting organization. The volume of each
slab is about 480 l. Control of the UHPFRC mix made it desirable to cast the slabs at the laboratory.
However, laboratory mixers capacity was limited to about 250 liters. So only two slabs could be
realized in one day. Slabs were thus realized during two days, taking benefit of the mixing facilities at
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LCPC Nantes, with about one week in-between the two casting phases. Details on the manufacturing
process of UHPFRC are given in Appendix F.
The UHPFRC mix-proportions were derived from LCPC experience as detailed in [14]. Requirements
were stated accordingly to design properties used in the project, so that the UHPFRC used can be
considered as close to what could be realized industrially in present conditions. They mainly consist in:
150 MPa characteristic compressive strength, and 15 MPa minimum bending tensile strength usable
at SLS for a 7 cm-thickness.
The reference mix-design [14] was modified in order to account for a 2.5 % fiber content, with
volumetric substitution of sand. The theoretical receipe was thus :
3

-

Brass-covered steel fibres 20 mm long / 0.25 mm in diameter : 195 kg/m i.e. 2.5% in volume,

-

Cement CPA : CEM I 52.5 R Le Teil 1050 kg/m ,

-

Quartz sand 125-400 µm Fontainebleau 743 kg/m ,

-

White silica fume (from Zirconium factory) SEPR 268 kg/m ,

-

Polyphosphonate superplasticizer (dry content 30 %) (Optima 175) 44 kg/m ,

-

Total water content 211 l/m (assuming the materials are dry and deducing the water of
3
admixtures, the total added water is 180.2 l/m ).

3

3

3

3

3

Entrapped air is estimated at about 2.4 %.
This receipe was checked on a small volume. Slump flow (Figure 3.8) was measured as 100 cm. It
3
was then decided to reduce added water down to 165 l/m , so that the slump flow can be limited to
80 cm, which is a maximum for limiting segregation in self compacting concrete [1].

Figure 3.8 : Slump flow test before (left : 100 cm) and after (right : 80 cm) modification of added water

The final UHPFRC mix-design can thus be indicated as follows :
-

3

Brass-covered steel fibres 20 mm long / 0.25 mm in diameter : 201 kg/m i.e. 2.6% in volume,
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3

-

Cement CPA : CEM I 52.5 R Le Teil 1082 kg/m ,

-

Quartz sand 125-400 µm Fontainebleau 766 kg/m ,

-

White silica fume (from Zirconium factory) SEPR 276 kg/m ,

-

Polyphosphonate superplasticizer (dry content 30 %) (Optima 175) 45.5 kg/m ,

-

Total water content 201.8 l/m (assuming the materials are dry and deducing the water of
3
admixtures, the total added water is 170 l/m ). Water to cement ratio is thus about 0.187, and
water to binder ratio 0.15.

3.3.2

3

3

3

3

Casting phases and results

Slabs 1 and 2 were cast in a first series, using two 250 l-batches for each slab with particular case for
avoiding joints : namely, concrete of the second batch was poured just behind the front limit of the
concrete cast first, with a very limited time-interval between both batches. Slab 1 was cast first. Self
levelling character of the concrete was confirmed, only light trowelling was necessary for ensuring a
correct surface. Moist curing was ensured with an overall polyane cover. This first concreting
sequence is illustrated figure 3.9.
Temperature during the first casting phase was 10°C. However, casting was carried out at the end of
thursday afternoon, the slabs were stored in a non-heated building and the following nights
temperature was as low as 5°C. Due to this, setting was not realized after 40 hours, which prevented
correct early removal of inserts in the reservations.

Figure 3.9-a : UHPFRC casting, slab 1.
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Figure 3.9-b : Slab 1 first cast – details of the reservations

Figure 3.9-c : Finishing phase
th

The inserts removal could only be done the fourth day after casting, and formwork removal only the 5
day (tuesday following the thursday where casting had taken place). A significant part of autogenous
and possibly early age dessiccation shrinkage had already taken place before these tasks. Insert
removal was thus made quite hard, and cracks were visible especially around the inserts (slab 1), and
in-between the reservation lines (slab 2), figure 3.10. Moreover, it was observed that fibres may have
fallen within the matrix, due to the much longer as expected fresh concrete state.
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Figure 3.9-d : Overall cover for ensuring moist curing

Figure 3.10 : Typical cracking of slabs 1 and 2.

Fortunately the second casting phase took place under more favorable conditions. The outside
temperature was 19°C during casting, and the night temperature did not reach much lower levels.
Thus, setting was observed between 24 and 36 hours. Inserts in the reservations could thus be
released the second day after casting. Forms were removed the sixth day after casting, and no cracks
were observed on the surface. No segregation of fibers was visible at the edge of reservation holes.
Mechanical characteristics of the UHPFRC provided were measured on companion cylinders and
prisms cast at the same time as the slabs. Cylinders 11 cm in diameter, 22 cm high have been used
for Young’s modulus and compressive strength determination. Prisms 7 cm thick have been used for
bending strength determination, in order to avoid any size effect as compared to the slab thickness.
Part of the tests have been carried out at 28 days, the rest at about 5 months corresponding to the age
of the material during the SLS and ULS tests on the model. These characteristics are summarized in
Table 3 and details are given in Appendix C.
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Table 3 : UHPFRC mechanical characteristics
First batches
(slabs 1 and 2)

Second casting
phase

Average comp. strength on dia. 11 cylinders at 28 days

175 MPa

183 MPa

Average comp. strength on dia. 11 cyl. at 5 months

185.5 MPa

193.4 MPa

Average Young’s modulus at 28 days

52.6 GPa

52.6 GPa

Average Young’s modulus at 5 months

55 GPa

55 GPa

Average limit of elasticity under 4 point bending, at the
age of 28 days, normal sense

-

10 MPa

Average equivalent tensile strength under 4 point
bending, at the age of 28 days, normal sense

-

19.24 MPa

Average limit of elasticity under 4 point bending, at the
age of 28 days, upside down

7.21 MPa

-

Average equivalent tensile strength under 4 point
bending, at the age of 28 days, upside down

9.62 MPa

-

Average limit of elasticity under 4 point bending, at 5
months of age, normal sense

10.6 MPa

-

Average equivalent tensile strength under 4 point
bending, at 5 months of age, normal sense

26.8 MPa

-

Average limit of elasticity under 4 point bending, at 5
months of age, upside down

-

9.13 MPa

Average equivalent tensile strength under 4 point
bending, at 5 months of age, upside down

-

16.03 MPa

Total shrinkage (stabilized at about 10 days)

-

10 10

-4

The segregation of fibres is confirmed especially for the first casting phase, with a significant
difference between bending properties measured on prisms in the normal sense or upside down. This
difference is not significant on properties in compression. It may be noted that characteristic properties
deriving from these measurements may not strictly meet the requirements coming from the values
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used in the design. This may be explained by the important influence of temperature on the
superplasticizer. Moreover, the mixer characteristics may not have been fully satisfactory for such
UHPFRC due the very fine elements content : some silica fume bullets seem to have remained within
the matrix. However, the representativity of the model should not be altered, especially due to the –
finally – even favorable effect of segregation for the slabs under direct bending.

3.4

Connection of the wooden beams with UHPFRC

Adhesive mode of connection between timber and UHPFRC was chosen after ENPC-LAMI tests,
while long screws are provided for avoiding brittle delamination at the ends where maximum shear is
to be feared [17]. Two types of glue, Sikadur 30 and Etancol 492, were tested in preliminary ENPCLAMI study. Mechanical performance and easy application turned out preferable with the Sikadur 30
glue, which is a two-component epoxy resin without solvent. This was thus chosen for the model.
Unexepected from the small-scale tests was the geometrical distance to be filled between the slabs
and the timber beams, due both to geometrical imperfections of the beams and to the effect of
differential shrinkage. The space between elements to be assembled ranged thus from 0 to 19 mm,
the maximum (13 to 19 mm) being at the ends and at the corners of the slabs (Figure 3.11). It is
deemed that the reservations, imperfections of curing, and possibly the segregation for slab 1 with
respect to slab 4, favoured increased shrinkage of the top side of the slabs, leading to corners uplift.
This situation forced to use an additional intermediate filling, also with an epoxy resin basis to favour
gluing compatibility, including fine sand as a filler material, the pure resin being limited to 0 to 5 mmthickness.

Figure 3.11 : slab corners uplift as revealed at pre-assembly
Taking benefit of previous experience concerning adhesive connection between wood and concrete or
HPC [3], the following procedure was applied :
-

Rubbing down (ponçage) of UHPFRC slabs, which is recommended for eliminating the
surface layer due to bleeding, so that the adhesive layer can be in direct contact with sand,
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micro-aggregate, internal cement paste and fibres, figure 3.12 ; rubbing down has been
preferred to sanding with respect to practical reasons and health provisions ; moreover, it is
recalled that a thorough vacuum cleaning of remaining dust is to be achieved ;
-

Impregnation of the timber beams with the fluid epoxy impregnator SikaFloor 156, after light
beams sanding (ponçage), figure 3.13 ;

-

Levelling over the wooden beams surface using a thixotropic patch-repair paste (ragréage).
The paste is named Sikadur 41 F, it is a three-component modified mortar without solvent with
epoxy resin, including sand with maximum size 1.2 mm, figure 3.14. The level control has
been made possible using lateral forms nailed to the wooden beams. Polymerization is taking
place between 24 and 48 hours after preparation.

-

The glue itself (Sikadur 30) is applied the day after, both on the slabs and over the levelled
surface (compatibility of the epoxy polymerized is thus possible) ; the thickness of the resin
applied is about 3 mm, figure 3.15 ; the end of the slabs is glued also using the same epoxy
resin, figure 3.16 ;

-

Then the slabs are lifted and assembled one after the other. An end lateral support has been
used so that the slabs can be pushed in contact with the previous one, from slab 1 to slab 4.
During this step, it was difficult to ensure perfect contact between the slab ends due to
geometrical imperfections, friction and shrinkage effects. This resulted in an approximately 3
to 8 mm-thick joint. It was necessary to provide additional masses over the slabs, so that the
pressure can help eliminating the glue in excess, figure 3.17 ; however, this could not be done
in the longitudinal direction, so that possible entrapped bubbles are not avoided.

-

Finally, after gluing of the fours slabs, figure 3.18, the long screws are fixed within the
reservation holes after pre-drilling of the timber beams. The holes are filled with the same
UHPFRC used for the slab. This filling operation is made difficult by the fibre size as
compared to the space to be filled, figure 3.19.

During a first half day, rubbing down of the four slabs and sanding of the wooden beams could be
achieved. During a second half day, impregnation of the wood with Sikafloor 156 and levelling using
the Sikadur 41F were realized. During a third half day, Sikadur 30 application and assembling of the
four slabs could be achieved. During these days, a skilled team with 5 technicians + one person in
charge of glue preparation was mobilized. Moreover, the preparation of the form for correct levelling
before gluing implied a thorough working day. Fixation of the long screws and holes filling however
required some additional working days. Even though gluing techniques appear as promising and
effective, control methods are lacking, so that it is difficult to guarantee the efficiency of the followed
process.
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Figure 3.12 : Rubbing down of UHPFRC slabs at the location of future gluing
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Figure 3.13 : Light beams sanding, then impregnation

Figure 3.14 : Levelling using Sikadur 41F epoxy mortar
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Figure 3.15 : Sikadur 30 glue application on the beams and the slabs
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Figure 3.16 : Sikadur 30 glue application in-between slabs

Figure 3.17 : Assembly, application of additional masses, elimination of glue in excess
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Figure 3.18 : Final assembly

Figure 3.19 : Long screws positioning and reservation holes filling with UHPFRC
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4 CONCLUSIONS DRAWN FROM THE MODEL FABRICATION AND
SUGGESTED DESIGN IMPROVEMENTS
At this step of the experimental program, where the detailed design of a 10 m-span bridge has been
completed and faced to practical application, realization of a model at a realistic scale has raised some
important issues that can be listed. Of course these conclusions may be temporary only, relatively to
the – still partial - industrial development of the materials used. They may also indicate optimization
directions that could be followed in the near future for promoting such innovative bridge design
concepts, for taking a better benefit of the solution.
•

UHPFRC may be rather sensitive during the mixing and casting phases. Temperature
influence on the admixtures efficiency may be rather important. Mix-proportioning
extrapolations must be done very carefully, and checked on the real-size mixing devices, so
that the consistency of the fresh concrete can be controlled and possible segregation avoided.
This optimization will normally be done for an industrial process, which still enforces the
desirable application of such materials in a high-quality controlled mixing, casting and curing
environment ; even for “small” applications it shall not be neglected. The important early age
shrinkage also has to be addressed for form removal appropriate definition. Its geometrical
consequences have to be foreseen.

•

In the slabs which have been cast, the important number of reservation holes have favoured
an increased UHPFRC early shrinkage, which made the inserts and then formwork removal
complex and time sensitive.

•

The theoretically optimized gluing of concrete (possibly HPC or UHPFRC) on the timber
beams, with a single epoxy product, requires perfect geometrical compatibility (less than 3 mm
relative roughness). This seems hardly achievable at the scale of a bridge deck even using
industrial timber products and pre-cast concrete elements. Thus the applied procedure
(levelling using an epoxy mortar, than gluing) appears as mandatory. It seems to have been
applied successfully. Provided skilled teams are employed and operations are done carefully,
which both appear necessary, the total time may not be prohibitive.

•

While the vertical thickness of the glue joint can be controlled – which still requires additional
masses which have to be provided on time, concerning the horizontal thickness of the joint
between slab segments this is hardly feasible. This resulted in 3 to 8 mm-thick joints with
difficult control of the possibly unfilled zones. This problem could be partly solved with a
simpler shape of the slab ends, so that the continuity between segments can be better
ensured and entrapped voids eliminated.

•

Drying cracks have been observed on the timber surface, which seems to be relative to the
dry storage atmosphere in the laboratory. This wood sensitivity to moisture variations must be
carefully addressed in real industrial processes, especially during the transient fabrication –
storage – assembly phases. Beside this drawback, one must underline the easy assembly of
timber elements (beams + crossbeams).
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•

During the CFRP application to the timber surface, controlling the resin quantity and the pump
pressure in order to ensure a high vacuum level must be carefully carried out. Even with the
thorough procedures applied here, delamination has been observed (see part 5.3.3, figure
5.48) between carbon fibre layers due to unsufficient impregnation. With this respect, some
preventive advice should be enforced. A rigorous inspection ensured by an expert has to be
conducted: firstly, a visual inspection, during the polymerisation and after the curing ; then,
additional control should be carried out : for instance, infrared sensors, acoustic emission are
the present classical and efficient technologies for aeronautic applications, and permit to
detect macro defects and internal flaws between layers. It could lead to a serious
improvement of the method.

•

Reservation holes for the long screws caused a lot of drawbacks : complicated formwork,
expensive inserts to be provided, time-sensitive insert removal, induced differential shrinkage,
difficult filling with the same material as the slabs (A fibre-free UHPFRC would have been
easier to apply, however the mechanical continuity would have been degraded)… They can
be at the origin of a lot of defects and expenses. However they undoubtedly add a safety
margin to the adhesive connection. Further optimization of this problem is certainly to be
searched.
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5 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION : TESTS ON THE BRIDGE
MODEL
5.1

Instrumentation

Instrumentation of the model is aimed to quantify the experimental response and validate the
estimations of the design justification (Appendix B). Loads applied are controlled using force sensors,
1000 kN in capacity, located just in line with each of the actuators. Monitoring of the structural
response requires different types of equipement. Global bending monitoring was carried out by means
of displacement sensors, for measurement of the vertical and horizontal beams displacements and for
measurement of the vertical slabs displacement at mid-span ; strain gauges and extensometers were
used for measurement of strains in the composite cross-section, namely for determination of
UHPFRC, CFRP and Glulam beam strains in the same vertical cross-section, in order to check the
validity of Navier hypothesis. At some locations the interface between Glulam beams and the
UHPFRC slab is equipped by a sensor for measurement of the relative slip, and similarly the interface
between CFRP and the wooden beam is equipped. Since the structure is symmetrical, in order to
reduce the number of channels, only two beams (P2 in the middle, P4 on the edge) have been fully
equipped. The ninety-six measures were numerically acquired at regular time-steps adapted to the
loading sequence. The experimental set-up is detailed in the next sections.

5.1.1
•

Displacement sensors

The vertical displacements corresponding to local and global bending of the model are monitored
using, figure 5.1:
-

28 sensors, named “FC”, located below the wooden beams FC;

-

6 sensors, named “FB”, located below the UHPFRC slab ;

In the central part FC sensors are provided under the 4 beams, while only P2 and P4 are equipped
along their whole length. Average settlement and support rotation are measured using two vertical
sensors located just behind and after the supporting device, e.g. FC 8 and FC 9, figure 5.2.
These vertical sensors have a reference level fixed on the strong floor, thus the deflection is obtained
by deducing the settlement on the support from the displacement measured at mid-span.
•

Horizontal displacements are also monitored :
-

Possible slipping due to shear between the concrete slab and the timber beams is monitored
at the ends of beams on both sides in alternance, the corresponding sensors are named “FBC”, figure 5.3.

-

Possible torsion corresponding to lateral widening of the cross-section at the bottom of the
beams is monitored at mid-span on the rims of the model using 4 sensors named “torsion”,
figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.1 : Location of the vertical displacement sensors under the beams and slabs
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Figure 5.2 : Vertical displacement sensors at support

Figure 5.3 : Horizontal displacement sensors controlling effective beam-slabs bond

Figure 5.4 : Horizontal sensor for measurement of the torsion effects at mid-span
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Strain gauges and extensometers

•

Strains of the UHPFRC slabs, either in tension or compression, are measured using 14 60 mmlong strain gauges. Ten of them are glued on the upper side, figure 5.5, and the others on the
lower side, figure 5.6. The strain gauges referred as gb2, gb4, gb8 and gb9 on the top side are
aimed to measuring transverse compressive strains during the first transverse bending test. The
lower side gauges gb13, gb14, gb17 and gb19, are aimed to measuring the transverse tensile
strains due to local and transverse bending during the same first test, which is supposed to be
critical regarding the design estimations. Upper side longitudinal gauges gb1, gb3, gb5, gb6, gb7
and gb10 are intended to control the maximum compressive strains in the UHPFRC central zone
both during the first test and the global bending test.

•

The CFRP reinforcement is assumed as mainly active during the global longitudinal bending test,
thus its extension effective capacity is to be monitored. Six longitudinal 60 mm-long strain gauges
referred as gc11, gc12, gc15, gc16, gc18 and gc20 are used therefore, figure 5.6.

•

The beams P2 (close to the center) and P4 (Northern edge) are monitored for controlling strains in
their webs, using 26 extensometers with a gauge length equal to 300 mm, figures 5.7-a and 5.7-b.
Both the cross-section at mid-span, submitted to maximum longitudinal strains, and a crosssection 1.5 m far from the support, where maximum shear is expected, are equipped. Horizontal
extensometers may capture vertical cracks opening (damage in tension in the logitudinal wood
direction) and complement strain gauges information in the top and bottom fibers to check the
validity of Navier’s assumption. Vertical extensometers are aimed to measure possible horizontal
cracks opening (delamination due to shear or bifurcation of tensile cracks, in the transverse
direction of wood fibres).

Figure 5.5 : Strain gauges location on the top surface of UHPFRC slab
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Figure 5.6: Strain gauges on lower sides of the UHPFRC slab and of the beams (CFRP reinforcement)
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Figure 5.7-a: Extensometers location on beam P4
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Figure 5.7-b: Extensometers location on beam P2

Particular care was taken in the surface preparation for gauges equipement, figure 5.8.

5.1.3

Other sensors

•

The ring-shaped load sensors are located between the actuators and the reaction trasverse beam
of the loading setup, figure 5.9. They have their own conditioning system and visual indicator for
immediate control during the loading phases, figure 5.10.

•

Accelerometers have been fixed to the top UHPFRC slab surface, figure 5.11, in order to record
the model dynamic response and check the possibility of an alternative dynamic monitoring of
stiffness and damage evolutions during the successive loading phases [15].

•

Besides visual photographical records at the successive loading steps, a normal speed camera
was installed for saving some visual information during the structural failure phase. This
information requires long processing, it has yet being used as a confirmation of other information
sources.
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Figure 5.8 : Surface preparation for strain gauges

Figure 5.9 : Load sensors
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Figure 5.10 : Load indicators

Figure 5.11 : Vibration-based monitoring : accelerometers, dynamic excitation
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Local bending at Serviceability Limit State
Loading configuration and programme

Quantification of the deck response under axle loads, with special attention to transverse and local
bending, was studied during a first loading phase denoted as “SLS” since the domain of irreversible
strains should not be reached, in order not to modify further analysis of the global bending. As
computed for the design, the deck is loaded in its central part by four concentrated loads at a square’s
corner, applied on 0.4 m x 0.4 plates, 1.5 m-distant from each other in both directions, figure 5.12.
Four similar 1100 kN-capacity actuators with a common hydraulic control are used therefore. For
repartition purpose due to the UHPFRC slab roughness, the steel plates are laying on rubber plates.

Figure 5.12 : Local and transverse bending configuration
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The most heavily loaded transverse cross-sections during this test configuration are the two
transverse planes where resulting frorces are applied, 0.75 m-apart from the midspan cross-section.
Assuming that the timber beams represent simple transverse supports for the slab, which has been
assumed also for sake of simplicity in the design (see Appendix B), the transverse bending moment
can be schematized according to figure 5.13. According to this diagram, three zones are most critical
with respect to UHPFRC bending tensile strains : just below the center of loaded zones (point A, lower
chord, positive moment), and at mid-span on the upper chord (point B, counterflexure resulting in
negative moment).

Figure 5.13 : Simplified scheme of the transverse bending moment diagram
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Figure 5.14 : Total loading time-evolution
The load was slowly applied and monotonically increased up to 4 x 130 KN after three unloadingreloading cycles in the elastic domain as shown in figure 5.14. Even though the characteristic SLS
loading should have been 150 kN according to Eurocode 1 [5], this maximum value of 130 kN per
actuator (i.e. a total load of 520 kN) was kept in order to avoid excessive irreversible strains in critical
UHPFRC zones, as monitored by the strain gauges in locations “A” and “B”.
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Test results and analysis

5.2.2.1

Vertical displacements and deflections

The curves presented in figure 5.15 and figure 5.16 show the evolution of the maximum vertical
displacements, measured at the bottom chord of the Glulam beams and of the UHPFRC slab at midspan.
Deflection of the central beams (P2 and P3) appears as about 3 % higher than the edge beams (P1
and P4), which is consistent with the torsion quantified by the horizontal displacement at the bottom of
the edge beams, figure 5.17. The maximum horizontal displacement of the edge beam, denoted h ,,
h

equals 1.35 mm. This induces a slight verticval displacement of the beam,
the beam height and

sin α = h h / h 0 .

h f = h0 cosα

where

This results in a value

α

∆ h = h0 − h f

, with

h

0

is the angle of the beam rotation, such as

∆ h = 0 .6 mm which is exactly corresponding to the

difference between deflection values of edge and central beams according to figure 5.15.

Figure 5.15 : Vertical displacement of the beams at mid-span
As shown in figure 5.16, deflection of the slab at mid-span (“B” in figure 5.13) is also about 3 % lower
than just below the loaded zones (“A” in figure 5.13) which corresponds to the slab counterflexure.
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Figure 5.16 : Vertical displacement of the UHPRC slab

Figure 5.17 : Edge beam : horozontal displacement at the bottom chord
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The difference between the central beams deflection and the vertical deflection under loaded zones
illustrates the UHPFRC slab local bending, figure 5.18. This local bending is rather limited (less than
1 mm for about 500 mm clear span between beam edges).

Figure 5.18 : Local bending effect
Note: In all previous analyses the vertical displacements which are measured directly by the sensors,
are the sum of the proper model deflection (longitudinal + transverse + local bending) and of the
settlements of the neoprene supports. Under the maximum 520 kN-total load, the settlement at
support is 1.4 mm as compared to the maximum structural deflection, equal to 18.5 mm.

Figure 5.19 : Global (hardly visually detectable) deflection at SLS
Local compliance evaluations using the previous curves indicate that the global structural behavior of
the model has been kept reversible during this testing phase. The maximal deflection (18.5 mm /
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10,000 mm) is about 1/540 which is generally admissible for serviceability limit states, and can in fact
hardly be detected visually, figure 5.19.

5.2.2.2

Critical strains

The global applied load is plotted vs. extensions in the critical transverse cross-sections in figures 5.20
and 5.21. Lower side UHPFRC strains (“A” location of figure 5.13) are plotted in figure 5.21, which
corresponds to strain gauges 13 and 19, while upper side extensions at mid-span (“B” location of
figure 5.13) are plotted in figure 5.20, corresponding to 2 and 9 strain gauges signals.
As indicated on figure 5.20 the strain in the middle of slab 2 (gauge 2) has kept almost perfectly linear.
The equivalent maximal tensile stress is 7.7 MPa, which is lower then the limit of linearity identified in
the 3 point-bending test on prism in the upside down direction (9.13 MPa, see table 3 in section 3).
Conversely, strain in the middle of slab 3 (gauge 9) exhibits some hysteresis, which may be explained
by the fact that the equivalent maximum tensile stress (9.9 MPa) has slightly overcome the limit of
elasticity. This has been one of the reasons to limit the loading applied during this phase of the test.

Figure 5.20 : Concrete extension (negative moment) in-between loaded zones
From figure 5.21, it can be noticed that the strains signals are nonlinear, however the slope of the
curve during loading and unloading is kept almost the same. It is suggested that the non-linearity is
explained by slipping at the edge of the insert for handling, figure 5.22. This resulting slippage is
equivalent to 100 µm/m for each slab, however due to the gauge length this corresponds to only 6 µm,
which cannot be visually detected.
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Figure 5.21: Concrete extension below the loaded zones

Figure 5.22 : Strain gauge location below the loaded zone of UHPFRC slab

It is also noticed that the extension measured under slab 3 loaded zone is higher than below slab 2
corresponding zone, figure 5.21. Segregation during slab 2 casting, leading to a lower stiffness and
higher fibre ratio in lower part, may explain this result.
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The average extension below the loaded zones of UHPFRC slab corresponds to an elastic strain
equal to 22.8 MPa. Even if this limit is lower than the average bending tensile strength in 3-point
loading identified on prisms tested in the direct sense (equal to 26.8 MPa), it clearly goes beyond the
limit of elasticity. Given the gauge length, it also corresponds to about 30 µm relative displacement of
the gauge length ends, which has not made it possible to corroborate with crack detection.
It is also to be noted that this stress value is significantly higher than the one estimated in the design
computation, relying on several simplified hypotheses, see Appendix B. However, it is consistent with
the results of an elastic 3D computation, figure 5.23. It is thus important to take into account the proper
beams flexibility in the estimation of the slabs bending.
Due to the desire to remain in the serviceability domain during ths first phase of the test, the maximal
load was limited below the theoretical limit of 4 x 150 kN. Even within this limitation, vibration-based
monitoring of the model carried out after this phase of the test, was able to detect a 1 % decrease of
the first three modal frequencies [15], which is consistent with the probable local slabs damage.

Figure 5.23 : 3D FE computation – lower side view.

5.2.2.3

Verification of the composite behaviour

One of the main assumptions concerning the behaviour of the model (especially at SLS) consists in
the strains compatibility between CRFP, wood and UHPFRC. This hypothesis has been checked by
plotting the strains at different heights of the cross-section, at different time-steps, for the crosssections where both gauges and extensometers had been provided (figure 5.24 and figure 5.25).
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Figure 5.24 : Horizontal strains in the cross-section 2m-far from the end.
Verification of Navier’s assumption
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Figure 5.25 : Horizontal strains in the mid-span cross-section. Verification of Navier’s assumption
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Both figures 5.24 and 5.25 confirm the fact that the strains distribution is linear vs. the height within the
cross-section (Navier’s assumption). It can be concluded that gluing has ensured a perfect connection
between the three materials, without any initial slippage. This result is confirmed by the absence of
(statistically significant) slippage measured at the end of the beams between wood and UHPFRC,
figure 5.26. This result enforces the possibility and validity of a global elastic analysis of the model in
this stage (figure 5.27), which appears as important for a precise evaluation of respective deformations
of the components and correct limitation of their deformation.
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Figure 5.26 : Relative displacement between timber and UHPFRC

Figure 5.27 : Test of the model under transverse / local bending and elastic modelling
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Global longitudinal bending up to Ultimate Limit State
Loading configuration and programme

The global longitudinal bending response is considered as a critical situation of the innovative concept
to be validated in this program. Therefore the test up to ultimate limit states (both theoretical ULS
using design load values, and experimental one corresponding to structural failure of the model) were
to be reached in the similar mechanical scheme of pure longitudinal bending. This scheme was
realized in repartiting the loads of the four actuators, previously used in the “SLS” configuration, with
two 2.50 m-long very rigid transverse beams (Figure 5.28-a). The loaded spots at about ¼ and ¾ of
the transverse span should help realizing a uniformly repartited loading. Repartited contact was also
favoured using neoprene a 10 mm-thick layer under the beams. In this configuration, the design ULS
load value corresponds to 2 x 500 kN (200 kN/m over each loaded strip), that is a global load of
1,000 kN or a global longitudinal bending moment of 2,125 kN.m or 850 kN.m/m.
Since it was expected that a possible 2 or 3 safety factor can be obtained, the experimental setup
capacity was designed up to 4 times 1000 kN, fixed to the strong floor with 8 braced columns (figure
5.28-b). Due to fixation constraints, the longitudinal distance between loaded lines was reduced from
1.5 m down to 1.42 m as compared to the theoretical design, see Appendix B. This was considered to
have only minor effects.

Figure 5.28-a : Global bending configuration : transverse beams for load repartition
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Figure 5.28-b : Loading frame for the test under longitudinal bending up to ULS.
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The test was carried out on August 28 , 2007. Loading consisted in applying increasing pressure
through the 4 parallel-fed actuators. A first cycle was carried out up to 4 x 130 kN i.e. 520 kN, the
maximum load reached under the previous “SLS axle loading” configuration. Then the load was
increased stepwise up to the design ULS value, namely 4 x 250 kN. The model was then fully
unloaded in order to make vibration-based monitoring possible, then it was loaded up to failure. The
overall loading time-history is plotted on figure 5.29.
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Figure 5.29 : Loading time-history during the second global bending test.

5.3.2

Test results and analysis : global behaviour up to the level of design ULS

In figure 5.30 and figure 5.31 the vertical displacement of the model at mid-span is plotted vs. the
global load value, the estimation of the deflection being carried out either by sensors below the beams
bottom chord, or below the UHPFRC slab, respectively. Strains at mid-span measured using strain
gauges and extensometers are plotted figure 5.32. The global structural behaviour of the model
appears as quasi-linear up to the ULS design load (4 x 250 kN). The residual displacement after
unloading reaches 0.8 mm as compared to the 39 mm maximum displacement (2%). This residual
displacement is in fact explained by the irreversibility of neoprene settlement on support (figure 5.33).
Finally, even if some slight residual compressive strains are observed on UHPFRC at mid-span, the
model behaviour appears as still quasi-reversible up to the design ULS load.
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Figure 5.30 : Vertical displacement of the beams up to the design ULS value
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Figure 5. 31 : Vertical displacement of the model measured under the UHPFRC slab until the design
ULS load value
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Figure 5. 32 : Longitudinal strains at mid-span up to the design ULS value
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Figure 5.33 : Neoprene settlement at support, up to the design ULS laod value
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A comparison of the experimental critical results under the 1000 kN-loading, with respect to
theoretically-expected values according to Greisch design justification (see Appendix B), and values
deriving from a 3D elastic computation as detailed hereafter, is summarized in Table 4.
Table 4 : Comparison between deflections, stresses and strains at mid-span :
Experimental results, design ULS values, and 3D elastic FE computations
Experimental
measures

3D FE
computation

Theoretical
design
(Greisch)

Experimental /
theo. design
deviation

Structural deflection

34.4 mm

32 mm

30.9 mm

+ 10 %

Height of the neutral axis

425 mm

-

475 mm

- 11.76 %

Compressive stress,
UHPFRC slab

38.9 MPa

32 MPa

32.2 MPa

+ 17.2 %

Tensile stress, lower chord
of timber beams

- 16 MPa

-16.4MPa

- 19.5 MPa

- 20 %

Tensile stress, CFRP

- 156.2 MPa

-158 MPa

- 173 MPa

- 10.7 %

Strain (upper side of
UHPFRC slab)

708 µm/m

581.81 µm/m

644 µm/m

+9%

Strain (lower chord of timber
beams)

1300 µm/m

1366.6 µm/m

1560 µm/m

- 20 %

Strain (CFRP)

1420 µm/m

1436.4 µm/m

1572.7 µm/m

- 10 .7 %

In this table, experimental stress values derive from strain measurements illustrated on figure 5.32.
The global deflection at this stage (1/290) is illustrated visually on figure 5.34. Within the timber beam,
the strain value at lower chord is extrapolated given the strain diagram vs. the vertical position within
the cross-section, as illustrated figure 5.35. According to these experimental measures, it can be
verified that Navier’s assumption is not far from valid, even if the CFRP seems slightly overstressed.
Theoretical values are directly taken from the design justification by Greisch, see Appendix B.
It was tried to understand the 10 % significant difference in structural deflection using a 3D FE
computation, as already performed for the axle loading configuration under SLS load value.
Noticeably, the longitudinal Young’s modulus of timber turned out as only 10.8 GPa instead of
12.5 GPa in the design. Adjustment to dynamic response of the model [15] also led to a reduced value
of wood equivalent Young’s modulus especially for the end crossbeam. The results of the elastic
computation are illustrated figure 5.36.
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Figure 5.34 : 34 mm-deflection at mid-span under ULS design load.
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Figure 5.35 : Strains at mid-span along the cross-section height. Verification of Navier’s assumption
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Figure 5.36 : 3D FE analysis : longitudinal stresses

A significant difference (about 17 %) is noted between the design value and the experimental
estimation of UHPFRC compressive stress. The stress experimental estimation derives from the
measure of a strain gauge glued over the joint between slabs 2 and 3. This may explain the
discrepancy, as follows. The joint thickness may be evaluated as 3 mm (figure 5.37). The overall
gauge length is 60 mm. Thus the gauge length variation (∆L, in mm) can be written as the sum of the
concrete length variation εb and the glue joint thickness variation εc : ∆L = 57 . εb + 3 . εc
Continuity of the compressive stress implies : Eb . εb = Ec . εc
Since UHPFRC Young’s modulus Eb is about 5 times higher than the “glue” one (in fact a mix of glue
and fine sand) Ec, the apparent strain ∆L/L equals εb multiplied by (57 + 3 x 5)/60, namely 1.2.
This probable artifact corresponds to the order of magnitude of the observed discrepancy.
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Figure 5.37 : Joint between slabs, as visualized after sawing of the model
A significant difference is obtained between experimental and theoretical estimates of tensile strains in
CFRP and timber chords. This is consistent with a difference in the level of the neutral axis within the
mid-span cross-section, figure 5.35. However, the level of the neutral axis is similar in design and in
the experiment for the cross-section located at 1.5 m from the support, figure 5.38. Again, the
difference of the neutral axis position may be explained by a local effect of the glue joint between the
slabs, since a 20 % reduction in (apparent) compressive strains is compensated by a 20 % increase in
internal level arm within the cross-section.
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Figure 5.38 : Strains and position of the neutral axis, 1.5 m apart from the support.
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Figures 5.35 and Figure 5.38 indicate a quasi-linear strain distribution with respect to the height within
the cross-section. The adhesive connection between timber beams and UHPFRC slabs is thus fully
satisfactory at this stage. This is validated by the absence of significant slippage between the
UHPFRC slab and the beams, figure 5.39.
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Figure 5.39 : relative displacement between the UHPFRC slab and one timber beam
A slight increase in tensile strains is observed between the lower chord of wooden beams, and the
tensile strains measured in the timber beams. This may be explained by an initiation of delamination
(horizontal slippage between layers) either between wood and CFRP fiber layers, or in-between
carbon fiber layers. This issue is discussed further in the next paragraph.

5.3.3

Test results and analysis : failure mechanisms of the structure

The onset of non-linear behaviour, which has to be interpreted as an experimental limit state, has
been observed only locally during the first test in “axle loading” configuration, just below the loaded
zones, at a level (4 x 130 kN) close to the SLS design value. It has not been observed however in the
“pure longitudinal bending” configuration up to the theoretical ULS level. It has thus been necessary to
increase the applied load, in order to identify the critical non-linear and failure mechanism(s) and
quantify the design safety margin with respect to them.
According to the design justification (see Appendix B), and omitting the safety factors, the critical
mechanism should be tensile failure within the timber beams. It was then expected that CFRP might
control timber tensile cracking, until shear failure could take place. Long screws had been designed to
avoid any premature failure at the UHPFRC-timber connection. Noticeably enough, the design did not
consider the mechanical discontinuity at UHPFRC slab joints.
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Figure 5.40 : UHPFRC slab longitudinal strain at mid-span and over the joint between slabs 2 and 3.
The first irreversible phenomena, however, was observed along the joint between slabs 2 and 3, as
indicated in figure 5.40 where the longitudinal strain in the UHPFRC slab at mid-span (gauge gb5, see
figure 5.5) is plotted vs. the total applied force. Non-linearity occurs beyond 1200 kN and failure of the
joint at 1328 kN. Failure first occurred on the side of P4 beam (figure 5.41), since the joint width on this
side was higher. Then cracking propagated along the joint (figure 5.42). Visually, crushing of the joint
was accompanied by scabbing of the UHPFRC material on the upper side of the slab, limited to about
5 to 10 cm apart from the joint. Fibre segregation of slab 2 may have favoured such spalling, however
it was also observed for slab 3. Moreover, the shape of the joint is concave for slab 3, which may have
led to stress concentrations inducing upwards scaling of the “tooth” on this side. It is to be noted that
during this process, load could keep on increasing, as illustrated figure 5.30, since the compressive
limit of UHPFRC was not reached and compressive forces still could be transmitted in an upper
UHPFRC hinge at mid-span.
Origin of this joint failure is analysed accouting for the local strains deduced from the gauge
indication : ∆L/L = (57 . εb + 3 . εc) / 60, leading to εc = (1 / (57.Ec/Eb + 3) ) . 60 . ∆L/L . At the onset of
observed failure, ∆L/L = 1300 µm/m, which corresponds to εc = 5400 µm/m, that is about 60 MPastress within the glue joint. This stress value, especially for the thicker part of the joint where
confinement effects might be unsufficient, appears as close to the nominal Sikadur 30 crushing
strength. These orders of magnitude have been confirmed by a 3D F.E. computation, taking explicitly
the joint reduced stiffness into account, figure 5.43. Post mortem analysis of the model, including
longitudinal sawing between P2 and P3 beams, helped confirming the limited extent of the joint failure,
with UHPFRC scabbing on top side, figure 5.44. The joint geometry yet requires further optimisation.
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Figure 5.41 : Joint failure between slabs 2 and 3 above beam P4

Figure 5.42 : Crack propagation at the joint, seen from below (upper left), UHPFRC crushing seen
from abov (upper right), progressive crushing from P4, backwards to P1, front (lower picture).
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Figure 5.43 : 3D FE modelling taking explicitly the joint between slabs 2 and 3 into account

Figure 5.44 : Failure of the joint along the longitudinal axis, as observed post mortem after sawing
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The local joint failure at 1328 kN appears as a first sign of non linear global behaviour, considering the
global load – mid-span deflection curve measured for below the 4 beams of the model, figure 5.45.
The visible sudden increase in deflection (point “A”) is mostly noticeable for beam P4, as explained by
the larger joint width on this side.
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Figure 5.45 : Vertical displacement at mid-span for the four beams.
On this same figure 5.45 a second event can be noticed, namely at 1550 kN which corresponds to the
maximum global load sustained by the model. At this load level, an intense acoustic emission was
noticed, related to tensile cracking of beam P2 within the timber part. Vertical cracks were visible in the
central constant-bending moment zone (figure 5.46), over about 30 to 40 cm (namely the whole zone
supposed to be under tension as indicated figure 5.35). In the central zone the vertical cracks do not
reach the beam lower chord, which can be interpreted as a signe of CFRP efficiency. However, the
cracks initiated vertically have propagated horizontally parallel to the wood fibres, down to the CFRPtimber interface. Post mortem analysis brought important additional information. Cross-sawing of
beam P2 exhibits the through-crack corresponding to propagation of the tensile failure in-between
timber fibres, figure 5.47. During sawing of the central 1 m-long section, CFRP below beam P2 was
found as no more efficiently glued. It appears clearly that an internal delamination was created
between the last layer (the one bonded on the wood) and the set of the others (figure 5.48).
•

A lack of resin during the elaboration process may have caused this delamination (it should have
been necessary to control gluing using an appropriate monitoring method like acoustic emission or
infra-red waves, or even ears and an impact hammer). Noticeably the concerned beam was
realised without the expert team of the LAMI.
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Alternatively, an excessive shear stress between the carbon fibres layers, due to a static effect
(improbable) or rather due to a dynamic effect during the shock induced by the cracking of the
model. Such a mechanism is classically observed in heterogeneous and anisotropic laminates,
where interfaces act as real guides for the shock waves and inherent energies, since resin
between layers has a poor resistance.

However a certain discrepancy in tensile strains, as observed figure 5.35., could be consistent with the
st
assumption of a lack of bond (1 explanation). Even though CFRP tends to re-anchor in zones wider
apart from mid-span, the mismatch of longitudinal strains between cracking wood fibres and elastic
remaining CFRP concentrates shear along the interfaces parallel to timber fibres, figure 5.47.

Figure 5.46 : Tensile (vertical) cracking in the mid-span zone for beam P2

Figure 5.47 : Post mortem analysis : propagation of the through-going tensile cracks within timber, P2.
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Figure 5.48 : Post mortem observation of
CFRP delamination below P2, central part
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Figure 5.49 : Vertical deformation and horizontal crack opening measurement, beams P2 and P4

Complementary analysis of the longitudinal strains within P2 cross-section at mid-span (Appendix D,
figure 4) indicate an ultimate extension at failure equal to about 2600 µm/m in the bottom wooden
chord, and about 2800 µm/m in the outer CFRP layer. While the carbon resistance is far from being
reached, the observed ultimate wood extension is consistent with the Glulam design strength
(28 MPa), yet without any safety factor, given the experimental Young’s modulus equal to 10.9 GPa.
Moreover, non-linear behaviour is observed for the strains in the same cross-section beyond the onset
of slab joint cracking and before having reached the ultimate 1550 kN-loading value. This may be the
sign of the neutral axis evolution, and possibly also of progressive delamination within the CFRP
reinforcement layers. Interestingly enough, this non-linearity does not appear at a cross-section closer
to the support (Appendix D, figure 3).
The vertical strain, possibly combining horizontal crack opening, is plotted on figure 5.49 as a function
of the total load, both for P2 and P4 beams in the mid-span zone. Higher strains are observed for P2
(higher shear due to probably less efficiently adhesive CFRP reinforcement). Moreover, at the onset of
cracking, crack opening appears as uncontrolled and brittle. For a possible ductility improvement,
CFRP should have been positioned vertically in order to withstand horizontal crack propagation.
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Failure of the beam P2 resulted in a sudden increase of its deflection. The vertical displacement at
mid-span reached about 10 mm more than at the onset of failure at 1550 kN, while the load had
decreased down to about 1400 kN. For the beam P1 at the edge, an increase in vertical displacement
of 2.2 mm was observed, as well as for beam P3, while beam P4 deflection released, figure 5.45.
Redundancy of the model limited a too sudden increase in deflection, and decrease of the applied
loading : since the actuators control parameter was related to a common upstream jack displacement,
and not to force or pressure, a further equilibrium could be reached successfully after beam P2 failure.
However symmetry of the forces taken by each beam was no more ensured.
This situation has led to the third and last irreversible event, consisting in tensile cracking of the timber
within P1 beam, followed by sudden and unstable horizontal crack propagation until the supports
(figure 5.50). This last failure was reached for a total load of 1450 kN. Further loading of the model
was no more possible. Contrarily to beam P2, this failure seems not to have been favoured by CFRP
unsufficient bond. However, due to the intense energy release (and CFRP elastic tendancy to recover
undeformed state) arrest of horizontal crack propagation within the weak direction of timber turned out
unpossible, either even on support or on mechanical timber nodes (figure 5.51).

Figure 5.50 –a : Beam P1. Tensile cracking initiation at mid-span and horizontal crack propagation
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Figure 5.50 –b : Third and last irreversible mechanism : global failure of beam P1.
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Figure 5.51-a : Horizontal crack propagation along wood fibres during P1 failure.
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Figure 5.51-b : Horizontal crack propagation during P1 failure and slippage at the end.

Failure thus occured within timber and propagated in-between fibres (weak direction). Glue efficiency
did not fail. However horizontal longitudinal strains mismatch is patent especially at the end (slippage,
figure 5.51-b). It is to be noted that during this last event, the applied load suddenly decreased from
1450 kN to about 800 kN, and P1 vertical displacement at center suddenly increased from about 70 to
140 mm.
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Loading program on the bridge model and results : summary

The tested model structure is made of four Glulam timber beams, simply supported on confined
neoprene supports, reinforced in the bottom part using carbone fibre layers within an epoxy polymer
matrix, connected with an upper ultra-high performance fibre reinforced concrete deck realised with 4
slabs, continuity between slabs being ensured by a fillerized epoxy glue joint. The timber beams are
connected transversally by wooden crossbeams at the ends (on supports). Connection of the beams
to the deck is ensured by epoxy gluing, after adjusting the level of surfaces to be glued. Long screws
provided for safety of the connection did not actually need to serve during the test.
The structure was submitted to a first loading up to a serviceability limit state (SLS) situation
considered in the design. Loading corresponded to a system of two axles, namely four concentrated
forces within the central part of the deck, 1.5 m-apart from each other in both directions. Each load
was distributed on a 40 x 40 cm surface. The maximum applied load during this phase corresponded
to 520 kN, namely four times 130 kN. This configuration, deriving from live traffic loads, emphasizes
the transverse bending of the structure and local bending of the UHPFRC slab. The structure kept
mostly linear in terms of beams deflections. Yet local irreversibilities were observed below the loaded
zones, as measured by strain gauges glued on the lower side of the UHPFRC slab. Visual observation
did not succeed in detecting cracks, however vibration-based monitoring helped confirmong damage
with a significant 1 % decrease in the first three modal frequencies. During this phase the maximum
extension measured on lower side of the UHPFRC slab corresponds to an elastic bending tensile
strain of about 23 MPa. This value significantly exceeds the design estimation in Appendix B, but is
confirmed by 3D FE computation. It clearly corresponds to a level of non-linear behaviour for the
UHPFRC tested, as characterized in the bending tests on prisms. Designing such type of composite
rather flexible structures thus requires an appropriate sufficiently exhaustive modelling, since the own
compliance of the beams cannot be neglected when considering the transverse bending of the slab.
The second loading configuration corresponded to pure global longitudinal bending, with a constant
bending moment zone at mid-span. This corresponds to a basic situation for a bridge deck design,
thus the bearing capacity was to be checked under this configuration up to the theoretical ULS loading
and then up to experimental failure. The load of the actuators was distributed using two stiff transverse
steel cross beams at 1.5 m-distance. A globally linear behaviour, without loss of stiffness nor visible
damage, was obtained up to the theoretical 1000 kN-loading corresponding to the design ultimate limit
state. Measured strains in the mid-span cross-section pointed out an excess in compressive stress for
UHPFRC, and lower tensile stresses in the timber and CFRP chords, as compared to the theoretical
estimates. Locally the neutral axis appears as lower than theoretically evaluated within this crosssection, which is not the case in a current cross-section 1.5 m apart from the support. This local
variation of the cross-section behaviour has been successfully explained by the effect of stiffness
mismatch of the joint between UHPFRC slabs. It is suggested that an improvement in the detailed
design should avoid this singularity, in ensuring continuity in the longitudinal deck stiffness.
When increasing the applied bending loads, three remarkable events characterize the progressive
non-linear behaviour until failure. First, for a 1328 kN-total load, crushing of the glue joint in-between
the central UHPFRC slabs was observed, with scabbing of the concrete teeth in the upper part of the
slab. Then, for a 1550 kN-total load, tensile failure of the timber part of beam P2 with unstable
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horizontal crack propagation led to a sudden yet limited decrease in the sustained loading. Finally, for
a 1450 kN-total load, tensile failure of the timber part of beam P1 with unstable horizontal crack
propagation until the support and instantaneous drop of the sustained load down to about 800 kN was
observed. High energy release and brittleness characterized this last event.
Analysis of these events confirmed that the first failure mechanism took place within the glue joint due
to excessive compression as compared to the characteristics, especially compressive strength, of this
fillerized epoxy resin. The measured stress values and a detailed 3D analysis confirm the validity of
this explanation. Due to the localised hinge thus created, the timber tensile failure, which was the first
expected failure mechanism, may have occurred prematurely. Namely a global maximal load of
2080 kN could be expected, while a 1550 kN-failure load was obtained. However, post-mortem
analysis indicated deficiencies in the CFRP adhesion, and delamination in-between carbon fibre
layers, below P2 beam where the failure was observed. A detailed analysis of local extensions shows
that, given these deficiencies, the observed tensile failure within the timber fibers is consistent with
conventional design properties adopted, however there seems to be no safety factor with the obtained
tensile strength of the Glulam beams. Whatsoever, the quality of CFRP application, including the
correct impregnation of successive layers, appears as critical in such a concept. Finally, failure of P1
beam appears as similar to the previous one. Contrarily to an expected margin assuming that
adhesion of CFRP could limit tensile crack opening of the timber, an unstable crack propagation was
observed even until the end of the beams through horizontal interfaces between wood fibres. This type
of failure is thus brittle even with adhesive and unbroken CFRP reinforcement. After failure of the
second beam, which even took place for a reduced global load, redundancy of the structure has
turned out as fully consumed.
Given the brittleness of the failure modes observed, a 1.55 safety factor as compared to the theoretical
ULS design load appears as relatively weak. This issue might require further investigation with respect
to reliability concepts. Control of CFRP application and possible transverse reinforcement of timber
beams also appear as important issues.
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6 GENERAL CONCLUSIONS CONCERNING
INNOVATIVE BRIDGE SOLUTION

THE

First

TESTED

At this step of detailed design and large scale validation of a prototype, conclusions can be drawn
concerning the feasibility of the sandwich concept developed, the critical issues to be considered in
practical realization, and also the validity of the preliminary design hypotheses and detailing
assumptions. These conclusions are listed hereafter. Some of them are also based on results of the
experimental validation program carried out at EPFL on the sandwich HPC-composites - lightweight
concrete structure.

•

Material properties and design rules of UHPFRC and composites tend to get satisfactory
mature understanding for design (see D3.2). On the contrary, the behaviour of the lightweight
material (wood, lightweight concrete, possibly composites or metallic honeycombs…) possibly
used for shear transmission, seems to be less controlled. Possible defects may significantly
change the safety margin. In the three-fold composite structures such as considered in D3.3
and D3.4 except in CETE de Lyon solutions, the critical part is this intermediate material
(wood, lightweight concrete) which properties should deserve increased research and control
efforts.

•

Connection of UHPFRC pre-cast elements one against the other should deserve special
attention, especially for thin elements. Stress concentrations and premature cracking may be
caused by geometrical uncertainties and imperfect joint (or gluing) execution. Robustness
should be searched which implies efforts on UHPFRC mix-design (control of shrinkage),
geometrical details, control of tolerances, anticipation of field conditions of application, etc.

•

Adhesive connection seems promising and ensures composite behaviour in the serviceability
domain, which provides easily understandable linear behaviour and helps sound calculations.
Effective application either in the factory for the wood-composite gluing or on-site for the
wood-UHPFRC connection, shall take geometrical tolerances into account, which may require
additional gluing layers and technically sensitive, time-consuming and specialized
workmanship-requiring procedures to be developed. Possible flaws should be limited, and
when remaining, detected and corrected, which relies on validated controil procedures.
Moreover, failure of this connection, which may be controlled by hardly detectable execution
flaws, may result in very brittle structural failure. This implies an additional connecting system
only for safety purpose, which may result in significant additional expense.

•

Due to the orthotropic behaviour of wood, parallel reinforcement using (also orthotropic)
composites does not prevent brittleness versus cracks propagating in-between the fibres. A
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kind of shear reinforcement (transversely to wood fibres) might be of interest for ensuring the
desired non-brittleness.

•

Simplified execution and material savings were searched in the tested multi-beam solution.
However the beams redundancy did not result in high enough ductility, in the sense that the
bearing capacity at first failure was hardly recovered when further loading the remaining
beams. Possible advantage of cross-beams towards this end might be questioned.

•

Due to the deformability of wood and thin UHPFRC plates, appropriate prediction of stresses
for design verifications of the considered innovative bridge deck shall be carried out without
oversimplified assumptions concerning the relative deformability of the different components
of the structure, and accounting for the 3D modes of deformation.
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9 APPENDICES
9.1

Appendix A (by F. Gens – Greisch)

In this appendix (8 pages) are collected the drawings for the overall realization and the different details
of the model of the structuire as studied by Greisch engineering office.

9.2

Appendix B (by F. Gens – Greisch)

This appendix (26 pages) consists in the detailed computational justification of the model structure as
presented by Greisch, especially under SLS and ULS.

9.3

Appendix C (by O. Ben Mekki - LCPC)

In this appendix (8 pages) are collected the results of the mechanical characterization of the UHPFRC
used in the model structure : tensile characteristics coming from bending tests, compressive strength
results etc.

9.4

Appendix D (by O. Ben Mekki - LCPC)

In this appendix (4 pages) additional results are given concerning the structural behaviour identified
during the test on the model: especially strains measured during the test up to failure, in the midsection along P2 and P4 beams, settlements and rotations on supports.

9.5

Appendix E (by V.A. Nguyen, R. Le Roy and J.-F. Caron – ENPC-LAMI)

In this appendix (6 pages) elastic characterization of wood and CFRP similar as those used in the
model, as carried out by ENPC-LAMI, is detailed, and longitudinal effective Young’s moduli of Glulam
and CFRP, as well as the effective shear modulus of the wooden parts, are given.

9.6

Appendix F (by B. Cazacliu and M. Dauvergne – LCPC/DDGC)

In this appendix (3 pages) the mixing of the concrete is detailed. From the mixing behaviour point of
view, the mix-design is very similar to a commercial UHPFRC (BSI®-Ceracem) previously
manufactured. It is confirmed that the slabs are mainly similar from the concrete manufacture point of
view. Slabs 1 and 4 are practically identical, and only slight differences are observed for the slabs 2
and 3 mixing behaviour.
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